, r such that r(q)<0 for q e UnM and r(<7)>0 for # e C/n(Af'-Af). It is assumed that the following conditions hold:
A. For each boundary point the Levi form has at least two positive eigenvalues.
B. There exists a constant c 0 >0 such that for all u e C°' Q (M, 0), #=1,2 ((2D -A)w, w)_c 0 (w, u) where 0 is the holomorphic tangent bundle of M', C*' Q (M, 0) is the space of all C 00 ©-valued (p, #)-forms extendible to a neighborhood of M, • (resp., A) is the complex (resp., the real) Laplacian on C V ' 9 (M, 0) and ( , ) is the L 2 -inner product over M (see [2] ).
Then the main result of this note states that a sufficiently small integrate almost-complex structure on M 0 can be extended to a complex structure on M. A complete proof will appear elsewhere; a brief outline follows.
However, we first take a closer look at condition B. Let D be the covariant differentiation operator associated with the connection 0 of the metric g on M' 9 i.e., Du = du + 6 A u = Su + du (u, u) x for all x E M\ where ( , ) x is the inner product at the point x, i.e., 0 is JF 0,(? -elliptic. It is also shown in [2] that the criterion of W^-ellipticity is satisfied for a large class of bounded homogeneous domains in C n provided with the Bergman metric. More generally, let M' be a manifold whose universal covering space M' is isomorphic to 2. Definitions and notation. Let M 0 be a C 00 manifold of real dimension 2ft -1 and let CTM 0 be the complexified tangent bundle.
2.1. DEFINITION. An almost-complex structure on M 0 is given by a complex subbundle E" of CTM 0 of fiber complex dimension n-1 such that£"n£"={0}.
DEFINITION. The almost-complex structure
is also a section of E".
We now assume that M 0 is the boundary of a finite complex manifold {M, M'}. The complex structure on M' induces an integrable almostcomplex structure T" on M 0 .
2.3. DEFINITION. The almost-complex structure E" on M 0 is of finite distance from T" if IT"\E" : E"-+T is an isomorphism where ir" : CTM 0 -+T" is the projection.
In this case E" = {X-T o cp(X)\XE T"} where T:®\M 0 ->T'®CF
is an isomorphism, T'=T" 9 CFis the complexification of a real one-dimensional subbundle F of TM 0 such that CTM 0 =T f ®T"®CF and
i.e., (p is a 0|Af o -valued C 00 differential form on M 0 of type (0, 1) & . Conversely, any such differential form cp gives rise to an almost complex structure E" on M 0 . We will denote E" by T" r As in the case of complex manifolds, there exists a 0|M O -valued C 00 differential form O on M 0 of type (0, 2) b such that O=0 if and only if 7^ is integrable.
Let cp be a T 7 -valued form and let co G C 0>1 (M, 0) be such that tco, the complex tangential part of co, is equal to cp on Af 0 . Let ü = <3co-[co 9 co\. If 7^ is the almost complex structure on M induced by co, then one can show that r;=CTM 0 nT^ and *Q=0 on M 0 if and only if 0=0. We first consider the quadratic form
for some \p e We now consider the nonlinear differential system S*£}=0. Let co 0 e C 0,1 (M, 0) be an extension of cp such that |w 0 | fc+a <constM fc+a . One can inductively construct a sequence of approximate solutions cjo m+1 =co m +u m , where u m is the solution of (5) For the definition of the norm E, we refer to [5] and [6] ; the operators * and # are defined in [2] . Then by condition B and the complete continuity of E, one can obtain the estimate HSQU^Col^l^JcKiH for some constant c 0 . Thus 5ü=0 if l9?| fc+a is sufficiently small. Since t(l=0 on M 0 , <X2=0, and 3*£}=0, condition B implies that £2=0. Finally, it follows from the construction of approximate solutions that co=o> 0 +w, where w is of class C k+<x and 3*w=0. Then 5*(5eo-[co, co])=0 can be expressed as 
